Drester 1050
Aqueous Gun Cleaner
The Drester 1050 has been designed speciﬁcally to handle water based paints. Complete with
built in ﬂocculation and an effective double ﬁltration system, it allows the user to reuse the
water many times, dramatically reducing waste removal costs.
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Easy to use
Low water consumption and superior recovery
Efﬁcient double ﬁltration system with 10 gallon capacity
4 year pump warranty

Superior cleaning tools & large work space

Cleaning with pre-wash brush

Rinse using the ﬂush gun

Flocculate & ﬁlter – Re-use Water – Reduce Waste

1. Add powder to soiled water

2. Agitate for 5-7 minutes

NEW !

3. After 5 minutes paint particles will separate from the water
and can be emptied into ﬁlter basket. The water can then be
re-used and waste is reduced!

LD model

when results count

Drester 1050
Aqueous Gun Cleaner
Easy to use
Water borne paints are considerably harder to remove from spray
guns than conventional paints. Therefore the Drester 1050 has
been supplied with a pre-wash brush and a rinse gun. The brush
and the rinse gun are fed with recycled water. The 1050 includes
an air blow gun for drying after cleaning and a quick connect
whip line for blowing out the spraygun paint channel.
It can also be equipped with a Flush Gun, enabling use with
other rinsing water/solvent as often provided by the paint
manufacturers.

Low water consumption and recovery

Reservoir for
soiled wash water

Thanks to the effective cleaning and water reuse facility water
consumption is low and the environmental impact is reduced.
Water recovery is achieved by adding a ﬂocculating agent when
the Drester 1050 is full of soiled water. The liquid is agitated
automatically with air. After ﬁltration the water can be reused or
pumped out through the brush.

Primary ﬁlter
Main ﬁlter

Efﬁcient ﬁlter system
The Drester 1050 ensures simple and efﬁcient ﬁltration of wash
water. The paint remains are captured in a pre-ﬁlter which can be
reused. A main ﬁlter traps the small particles in the liquid, resulting in clear, recycled water. The use of two ﬁlters assures a simple

Separated
paint remains

handling and increases the life of the main ﬁlter.

Container for
ﬁltered water

Powerful diaphragm pump
The Drester 1050 is equipped with the powerful Drester teﬂon
diaphragm pump for a quick and efﬁcient cleaning of the spray gun.

TECHNICAL DATA
Liquid volume
Working pressure
Weight
Water ﬂow through pre-wash brush

10 US gal (35 litres)
80-180 psi (5-12 bar)
46 lbs (21 kg)
0,5 US gal/min (1.5 - 2 l/min)
ISO 9001
ISO 14001

Measurements
Height
Width

41” (1050 mm)
Ø 23” (590 mm)
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QUALITY &
ENVIRONMENTAL 1450
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ASSURED FIRM SS-EN
EMS

